
Going Wild In Honley Woods! 
An interesting day in Honley as an impressive turnout of Meltham 
vests dodged the weather to take on this local challenge.  Some 
clues to what was to come over the following hour and a bit of 
charging about in the woods, came from the somewhat random    
instructions before the race about cutting across fields and following 
the red and white tape...The horn was sounded and the pack was 
released, with Andy Whitworth and Pete Dukes storming off into the 
lead, chased by Paul Elliott, Robert Matthews (feeling a morning 
Parkrun in his legs) and Martin Bayliss.  Caroline Hoath was the first 
lady out of the blocks, with Championship contender Susan Sheehan 
in close proximity, as was Rebecca Johnstone, Wendy Sykes and 
Sharon   Whitworth.   Paul Gandy and Jeff Taylor completed the  
contingent and any reports of flying elbows and local MP Jason 
McCartney are not being commented on… 
Without any Marshsalls, a small race pack and marker tape at a   
premium, the course took no prisoners; in two places in particular 
where Martin missed a turn and ended up in Meltham Mills, and then 
further along where even the experienced Andy missed a sharp turn 
and ended up on his own. 
With individual uploads sending Strava into breakdown, and finishers   
coming in from all angles, Andy and Pete still managed second and 
third respectively, with Paul completing three out of the top 5 places 
for Meltham AC.  

A Month Of Meltham AC Racing                                             August 2015 

Results -  2nd Andy Whitworth 41.15; 3rd Pete Dukes 47.48; 5th Paul Elliott 52.28; 

7th Rob Matthews 54.51; 15th Martin Bayliss 58.17; 16th Caroline Hoath 58.21; 19th   

Susan Sheehan 58.41; 20th Paul Gandy 59.18; 23rd Rebecca Johnstone 61.13; 24th Jeff 

Taylor  61.42; 25th Wendy Sykes 64.24; 34th Sharon Whitworth 69.00 

Bank Holiday Horseshoe 

No better way to spend a three day weekend than being at the races, and for 5 Meltham runners Crowden was 
the destination for the annual Horseshoe up to Black Hill and back.  The weather was warm and the midges 
were out in force as Giles Bailey led the pack up Laddow Rocks, chased by Steve Perren.  Christian Lloyd contin-
ued his comeback with a solid performance and Tina Crowe stayed ahead of Championship rival Gilly Markham 
despite taking two tumbles on the way.   

Results  - 44th Giles Bailey 1.19.48; 73rd Steve Perren 1.27.05; 107th Christian Lloyd 1.37.17; 128th Tina Crowe 1.49.29; 131st Gilly 

Markham 1.51.49  (Several Million—number of Midge bites Jeff suffered taking the pictures...) 



Two Sides Of Dennis Stitt 

Two reports from the Dennis Stitt Fell Race, firstly from Paul Elliott and then Graeme Lee 

After an evening marshalling our own Cinnamon Trail race I suggested to Graeme Lee that 
he might like to say farewell to fell racing before departing to Thailand with an attempt at the 
"Dennis Stitt".  We arrived in plenty of time to much colder temperatures than the previous 
night and some very ominous looking clouds!  We were joined within a few minutes by Sam 
Bolton, James Young and Tina Crowe to make up a Meltham "famous five".  The rest of the 
field seemed to be made up mainly of Holmfirth and Penistone as we lined up on Cartworth 
Moor.  A crazy downhill which gradually got steeper made for an interesting start.  James 
Young set the pace for Meltham followed by Sam and then Paul.  At the bottom of a series of 
descents we turned left to a steady incline and Paul realised that the majority of the field had 
got it right with just a vest whereas a tshirt underneath was already proving too warm, as the 
rain held off and the wind subsided off the top of the moor. The first of the steep climbs saw 
Graeme cruise past Paul and this was followed by a frenzied tshirt removal. After reclothing 
in just his vest Paul saw Graeme steadily catching Sam who was nearing the top of the    
incline. James was already well ahead of the Meltham pack by this point whilst Tina was 
about to have her first cow encounter of the evening.  There were still a couple of inclines to 
negotiate before the first lap ended.  Graeme caught Sam up and they jockied for position 
throughout lap 2 but the other positions amongst the Meltham posse remained the same. 
Despite it being a relatively short race (just over 4 miles) with no immediately apparent     
severe climbs we all agreed "it was a tough one", a creditable 10th place for James.  We 
stayed for the prize giving as Tina Crowe had secured herself FVet40 2nd place and a    
commendation for her bravery with cattle, not!  Short entertainment followed as the stand-in 
host missed a couple of awards on the board as the light rapidly diminished and narrowly 
avoided being offered "outside" by a Holmfirth lady Vet   A good night was had by all and it 
could be one to remain on the fell championship for next year. 

 
On a night of weather warnings across the country a brave band of runners headed to the 
heights of Cartworh Moor to take part in the Denis Stitt Memorial Race. The Denis Stitt was 
billed as a good introduction to fell racing and it proved to be more trail than fell, albeit with 
some energy sapping climbs along the route. For those MAC runners challenging the fell 
championship this race was a gimme at about 4 miles in length, just over the hill from 
Meltham and in the height of summer. Despite easy points being on offer only the five MAC 
members of Sam Bolton, Tina Crowe, Paul Elliott, Graeme Lee and James Young joined the 
line up of 73 runners. The forecast downpour held off as we headed from the cricket club 
registration point to the start. A fast downhill start down a rocky farm lane was more a     
challenge for the eyes than the legs as the throng of runners looked where to best place their 
feet as they fought for position. At this early point the MAC runners were positioned James, 
Sam, Paul, Tina and Graeme. The fast start continued as the runners were taken across 
Cemetery Road and straight down the fields towards the houses at Perseverance Place - an 
apt name for the long climb back up to Cartworth Moor. Before reaching the houses the   
runners took a sharp left and headed up a tunnelled footpath that seemed to go on and on 
and sapped energy from the legs. At this point Graeme, having already passed Tina, had 
Paul within his sights and managed to pass him through the cow field. Near the top of Stony 
Gate, as they neared the end of the first lap, Graeme unwittingly passed Sam, who later  
noted Graeme looked like he was seeking early entry to the cemetery. By that point James 
was way ahead of the other MAC runners and well into his second lap. Sam quickly retook 
MAC second place and stretched out his advantage on the downhill part of the course. But 
through the tunnel and up the hill Graeme inched his way back into contention and as the 
two hit Stony Gate for the second time they were once again side by side. But as the hill  
petered out Sam stretched his legs and eased through to the finish in a comfortable 29th 
place. They were welcomed home by an already well rested James, who came a great 10th 
place. Paul soon followed home in 43rd with Tina coming home 57th and 9th lady. 
Most importantly Tina went home with a bottle of Blue Nun as a category winner to go with 
her 20 fell points. The stewards ignored the helping hand she had been given to get her 
through the field of cows. For those of you concerned both Tina and the cows have          
recovered from the experience, though the farmer did say milk yield was down on Friday!  All 
in all it was a great run and the after race chili was well received on what was a cool August 
evening. The fell race description was a misnomer but this should only encourage more MAC 
runners to attend next year. Fell running really doesn't get easier than this. 

 

Results 10th James Young 34.47; 29th Sam Bolton 39.51; 30th Graeme Lee 

39.54; 43rd Paul Elliott 42.09; 57th Tina Crowe 46.32 



Week 26  

Top 5 After 26 Parkruns 

1. Simon Edwards 
2. Emma Burke 
3. Paul Gandy 
4. Sharon Whitworth 
5. Graeme Lee 

 
Fastest PR Times  

This Year 
 

Men — 17.11 James Young  
Women — 19.24 Emma Burke  

 KING OF THE HILL #5 TRUNCE #7&8 

The halfway point of King of the Hill was passed on August 5th 
when Christian Lloyd continued his return to racing with a solid 
result, but not enough to keep up with Mark Hoath and Sam    
Bolton who both recorded sub 30 minute runs.  Rebecca        
Johnstone was the only female runner and popped in a time  
worth 17 points.   

The Trunce, however, is only one race from being over and      
August saw 2 races, with David and Susi Sadler running both, Susi 
reording a PB that took her to 4th overall in the official league.  
Martin Bayliss and Paul Elliott were unable to better their previous 
results but Giles Bailey stormed the party with his first run       
recording the second fastest Meltham AC time this season.  With 
just one race to go, who’s going to beat their best and pinch 
some points on the finish line? 

Results -  KotH - Mark Hoath 28.15; Sam Bolton 29.04; Christian Lloyd 

30.11; Rebecca Johnstone 32.34 

Trunce 7  - Paul Elliott 33.09; David Sadler 34.12; Martin Bayliss 34.20; Susi 

Sadler  38.35 

Trunce 8  - Giles Bailey 31.34; David Sadler 32.28; Susi Sadler 37.39 

 

August 29th saw the 26th Parkrun, 
marking the halfway point and the early 
risers have set down the gauntlet.   
Simon Edwards has completed his 
twenty scoring runs, notching nine 
tourist runs on the way and breaking 
through the 300 point on the way to 
post a clubhouse target of 325 points, 
which he can still increase by improving 
on previous times. 

Paul Gandy has quietly completed 
eighteen runs and is in third place 
ahead of Sharon Whitworth who has 
seventeen under her belt.  Emma Burke 
holds down second and is lurking   
menacingly on just fifteen runs; but 
with a potential 26 Saturdays left to go 
anyone could still make a last minute 
move. 

Good to see Meltham AC making the 
most of the holiday season with tourist 
runs a plenty—18 of the 52 run being 
out of town, including one over the 
seas in Dublin, which James Young duly 
went and won with a Parkrun PB to 
boot! 

More PB’s were secured by Paul Gandy 
who lowered his best twice in three 
weeks and David Sadler is just two  
seconds away from recording a sub 21, 
showing he’s becoming faster over the 
short flat distances as well as the long 
hilly ones.  

Tony’s On The March  
November 8th will be a day of destiny for Tony Daniels as he stares 
down his rivals in Spenborough and runs for the YVAA M50    
Championship.  The Championship is a best of 6 from 8 and Tony 
currently stands in 5th place overall, but tellingly has a race in hand 
over his rivals, and his average point scoring is higher than those 
around him, meaning one good position will give him the win. 
It’s not been an easy path however, Tony has battled injury this 
season, keeping him away from his regular Top 10 finishes at the 
Huddersfield Parkrun, but a mix of rest, training and  planning has 
put him in a prime place, being the only runner to score over 190 
points for each race he has run. Please note that Tony’s Birthday 
moving him into a new category doesn’t change the fact that he 
started in M50, but does mean he is racing others up to 5 years 
younger, adding to the impressive results he has been setting.  We 
wish him all the best for that final race. 

Tony’s First 5 

Honley - 1st M50; 7th overall  

Lythe  - 1st M50; 7th overall 

Alwoodley  - 3rd M50; 11th overall 

Crossgates  - 1st M55 ; 8th overall 

West Vale  - 1st M55; 6th overall 

 



Parkruns, Tourism and  

Saturday Morning Brews 
At 9:25 and 33 seconds on Saturday the 29th August Simon Edwards set the benchmark for the rest to follow. It 

was the time he finished his 20th parkrun in the MAC parkrun championship. It is poignant that Simon should 
have run his 20th championship parkrun at Bushy Park where the inaugural parkrun was held on the 2nd October 
2004.  
Since that date parkrun has developed from a one park event with 13 runners into a worldwide phenomenon   
offering free timed 5K runs in almost 600 separate parks in 12 countries. There are more than a million people 
registered for parkrun and the UK's 345 events attract in the region of 70,000 runners each week. The beauty 
about parkrun is that each event starts at 9am (9:30 in Scotland) and finishes your 5K time after 9am so fast   
runners like James Young and Andy Whitworth can be heading for a well earned breakfast at 9:17 and the more 

leisurely can join the breakfast queue sometime after 9:25. 
Simon now has 323 points from his maximum 20 runs, although he can increase his points by running faster!  
Although we are only a small club 37 of us have recorded times in the parkrun championship with 15 having  

completed 10 or more runs and a further 7 have completed more than 5 runs. Combined we have already 
notched up 296 parkruns since the championship started. Soon to compete their 20 runs are Paul Gandy and  

Sharon Whitworth with 18 and 17 runs respectively. Matthew Potter on 16 and Emma Burke and Martin Sturdy 
who are both on 15 are also approaching their 20 run target. Indeed it looks like Emma is the one to watch as 
she is only 38 points behind Simon with 5 races in hand and is averaging 11 time points per parkrun - very      
impressive running to say the least. 
For those of you only familiar with parkrun at Greenhead let me explain more about the parkrun world. Within the 
distance constraints of 5km parkrun comes in all shapes and sizes, much like the people that run in them. You 

have the Greenhead run around a Victorian park with 600 other parkrunners but these are relatively few and far 
between. Huddersfield has the 9th best attendance (646 runners) for a parkrun behind Bushy Park (1,705), Hull 
(779), Southampton (773), Cannon Hill (755), Poole (747), Cardiff (723), Milton Keynes (656) and Sheffield 
Hallam (650) and is regularly the second best attended parkrun in the UK. 
For many of you such statistics might be the exact reason you are turned off parkrun. Who wants to run in the 

claustrophobic atmosphere of 600 runners around the tarmac paths of Huddersfield? Fear not because there 
are  350 alternative parkruns to choose from in the UK, many without tarmac and many with fewer than 100   
runners, which leaves plenty of air and space for everyone. Treat the crowds of Huddersfield as an excuse to   
become a parkrun tourist, as many of our parkrunners have done. Paul Elliot has run the last 10 parkruns away 
from Huddersfield on 8 different courses. David and Susi Sadler have run 5 tourist courses out of their last 10, 

Simon Edwards 6 of 10, Paul Gandy 4of 10 and Matthew Potter, Thomas Whitworth and Mark Cope 3 of ten.   
Only  Martin, Gilly, Sharon and Emma have stayed true to Huddersfield in their last 10 runs 
But what else is on offer if you only know Huddersfield? As a regular parkrun tourist with Paul Elliot I feel well 
placed to tell you more. There are quick and pretty parkruns such as Rother Valley, which is a one lap trail run 
around the Rother Valley Country Park. There are tough trail runs such as Watergrove and Stamford Park that 
offer an easy introduction to fell type running with their tough terrain or peaty conditions. There are country park 

runs such as Nostell Priory and Lyme Park, the former offering a toughish two lap course on tarmac and trail and 
the latter offering the toughest hill start you are likely to find on what is a three quarter lap all trail course. There 

are lots of Victorian parks such as Barnsley, Dewsbury, Oldham, Preston and Rotherham to name but a few. 
There are also parks such as Concord, Oakwell Hall and Wakefield Thornes or racecourses such as Pontefract that 
offer a variety of underfoot conditions and significantly fewer runners. Finally courses such as Marple offer flat 

grass and trail and the widest start imaginable allowing every runner to be on the front row as the clock strikes 
9am. 
So fellow Meltham ACers if you haven't tried a parkrun or have been put off by the numbers or the terrain of  

Huddersfield don't despair. There is a parkrun to suit your taste somewhere. All the courses mentioned are within 
an hour of Meltham so if you are ever at a loose end on a Saturday morning there is a parkrun near you. I have 
also noticed that Glossop is about to start a parkrun so add that one to your list - it is now on mine! 
Well done again to Simon and good luck to the chasing pack. 
Thanks to Graeme Lee for the article 



Despatches 
 

 

 

 

 

 The Half Tour of Bradwell was a new race on the Fell            

Championship and Sam Bolton, Gilly Markham and Jeff Miller 

made the journey on a beautiful day to the Hope Valley.  With 
everyone getting their excuses in early, the mood was to get 
round the 16 mile course and enjoy the day, although Sam and 
Jeff made a decent start and, working together on the climbs and 

descents, were doing well when Jeff hit the wall badly around mile 
11 and Sam gallantly showed team spirit and dragged Jeff’s   
overheating and exhausted bones over the line (46th 3.10.10 and 
47th 3.10.11 respectively), with Gilly following not too far behind 
(67th 3.30.25 - 2nd LV50).  A beautiful course with plenty of  
challenge, but tougher than it looks and doubly so in the heat. 

 Our own Cinnamon Lodge race saw Alice Buttle and Caroline 

Hoath relieved from Marshall duties to finish 41st (56.26) and 
46th (61.50) respectively. 

 Simon Edwards took a trip down south to run twice in London, 

with a Parkrun following the Brooks Serpentine 5k—clocking     
exactly 22.00 and securing a top half finish (115/240) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Hayley Lomas and Andrew Potter ran the Halifax Marathon,      

finishing in 4.42.56 and 5.35.20 respectively 

 September 14th will be the last Trunce of this year, and as such 

the last opportunity to score points or improve times. 

Been racing? 
OTSL want to know all about it: 
Email: jeffmilleruk@hotmail.com  

Photos  and  race  reports  are 
both welcomed  and encouraged.  

Keep  training, Keep racing, 
and  we’ll  see  you  all  next  
month… 
 

 ...On  The  Start Line… 

WANT ONE OF THESE?  

SEPTEMBER          
CHAMPIONSHIP     

Road and Trail 
 
02/09 King of the Hill 
27/09 Netherthong 10k 

Fell 
 
14/09 Trunce 9 
20/09 Utterley Butterley 


